Propagation of two dimensional pulses in electromagnetically induced tranparency media in the case of perpendicular storing and retrieving pulses has been analyzed. It has been shown that propagation control of the pulses in optically thick media can be used for producing interchange between pulse time-shape and intensity profile distribution. A simple obvious analytical solution for the retrieved new field has been obtained.
E c2 = A c2 cos (k c2 y − ω c2 t + ϕ c2 ), and state |1 connects to state |3 by initial probe field E p = A p cos k p x − ω p t + ϕ p , and the generated new field E n = A n cos (k p y − ω p t + ϕ n ) which appears only after E c2 turns on. The field E c2 assumed turn on at t = τ 1 when E c1 has been turned off already. Fields E c1 and E c2 are assumed to be polarized along z axis and wave vectors of probe and the storing field are assumed to be approximately equal k p ≈ k c1 [7] . So the system Hamiltonian in rotating wave aproximation for t < τ 1 when only probe E p and storing field E c1 are turned on is as follows:
H =hσ 33 ∆ −hΩ p σ 31 −hΩ * c1 σ 32 + H.c
Where Ω i = A i µ 3ī h is Raby frequency.
With th Hamiltonian (1) the atom dynamics is described by the Bloch equation:
Where Λ is dissipation matrix, which discribes decoherence and spontaneous emission. Under assumption
which means that the probe pulse is weak compared to storing pulse, and the interaction is supposed to be adiabatic.
The propagation equation for the Rabi frequencies Ω p and Ω c1 may be written as
To the lowest nonvanishing order with respect to (3) the Bloch equation (2) reduces to
Where assumption that all atoms of the medium are initially in the state 1 is made.
By substituiting (5) into the Maxwell equation (4) one gets pulses propagation equations for the pulses:
Solution of (6) can be found easily:
In (7) f(x) is determined by probe pulse initial time shape, a(y) by probe pulse profile intensity distribution. It was also assumed coupling pulse profile is wide so its profile intensity distribution can be neglected.
Propagation of coherence ρ 21 is found by substituiting equations (7) and (8) into (5):
Equations (7), (8) describes the well-known propagation of probe pulse with nonlinear group velocity q p /Ω 2 c . In particular, if we turn off coupling pulse, probe's group veloctity tends to zero, but if we turn on coupling pulse again (retrieving pulse), the probe pulse can be obtained since the coherence ρ 21 stores information about the initial probe.
Lets now consider the case when the retrieving coupling is turned on perpendicularly to the initial pulse propagation direction. It is supposed that retrieving coupling pulse Ω c2 turns on after turning off storing pulse Ω c1 . Ω c2 = 0 for t > τ 1 . The system Hamiltonian for t > τ 1 is
It is seen that the new Hamiltonian (10) of the system is similar to the Hamiltonian (1), so the system dynamics is governed by the same solution, but now we have different initial conditions. There is no new field Ω n at the medium entrance but because of the light storage process medium has a certain coherence ρ 21 . The new field and coherence propagation equations can be obtained by the same procedure as above.
Where g describes the temporal shape of the generated new field and b (x) describes the intensity profile distribution of the generated field, it has been supposed again that the coupling pulse is wide enough to neglect its profile distribution. Note, that
since Ω c2 turns on later than τ 1 , and
since Ω c1 turns off to the moment τ 1 . Now, by comparing (12) and (9) at the moment t = τ 1 and taking into acount (13) and (14), one obtains for the generated new field time shape and intensity profile distribution:
This means that the obtained new field has interchanged time shape and intensity profile distribution with the initial probe field. Or, in other words, temporal shape of the generated new field is governed by the initial probe pulse intensity profile distribution and the intensity profile distribution of the generated new pulse is governed by the initial pulse temporal shape. Finally intrinsic a simple obvious solution can be obtained for the new pulse propagation.
Where Ω c2 (t − y/c) a y − t−y/c τ 1
describes the temporal shape of the new field where a (y) is initial profile distribution of the probe and
dt describes the profile intensity distribution of the new field where f (t) is the time-shape of the initial probe. Equation (15) shows that mesuring generated field time-shape gives us information about the initial probe pulse profile and vice versa mesuring of generated pulse profile gives us information about the initial probe pulse time-shape: Below it will be introduced the probe field, new field and coherence spatial distributions at the different time moments. Probe pulse temporal shape and profile are taken as f (t) Ω c (t) T = 0.9e (Fig.2 a,b) . Time shape of storing pulse and retrieving pulses were assumed as Ω c1 T = {t > 8, 10e
, t > 15, 10} (Fig.2c) , where T is the duration of probe pulse and x 0 = (qT ) −1 . The spatial distribution of the probe pulse is depicted on Figs 3.1a-3.5a. As can be seen, probe pulse propagates along x axis and is absorbed when cupling pulse is turned off. But due to the coherence pumped to the media (Figs 3b,d ) the new pulse can be generated by switching on the coupling (Figs 3c) . Since coherence is distributed along both x and y axis, even when retrieving pulse turns on along y axis new pulse is obtained. As stated, above the generated new pulse propogation direction coincides with retrieving pulse propogation direction and the time-shape is governed by the initial probe pulse profile while the profile of the new pulse is governed by the time-shape of the initial probe pulse.
For 1cm long Rb 85 cell at an atom density 10 14 atoms/cm 3 if probe and coupling are applied at D1 hyperfine transitions x 0 ≈ 0.002cm for T = 10 −6 sec. One can see from figures that proposed experiement can be implemented with laser width of about mm.
In conclusion it has been shown that propagation control of the pulses in optically thick media can be used for producing interchange between pulse timeshape and intensity profile distribution. This mechanism is based on light storage and retrieving process.in the case of perpendicular propagation directions of storing and retreiving pulses. This effect can find application both in mesuring pulse time-shape and for mesuring pulse profile. Analytical solution for the generated new field has been obtained and numerical results describing the dynamics of the system in detail has been presented.
Author gratefully acknowledges G.Grigoryan for useful discussions. Figures   FIG.1 A medium of three level Λ atoms with two metastable lower states. State |2 connects to state |3 by coupling fields E c1 = A c1 cos (k c1 x − ω c1 t + ϕ c1 ), E c2 = A c2 cos (k c2 y − ω c2 t + ϕ c2 ), and state |1 connects to state |3 by initial probe field E p = A p cos k p x − ω p t + ϕ p , and the generated new field E n = A n cos (k p y − ω p t + ϕ n ) which appears only after E c2 turns on and propagates in the same direction. 
